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The conception is based on the symmetry-thermodynamic method of analyzing the interaction forces and flows in the systems of crystal growth from the melt. The following interrelations are studied: scalar -axial vector -polar tensor of even rank; pseudoscalar -polar vector -pseudotensor of even rank -polar tensor of odd rank. The method of the crystal growth analysis includes (a) determination of the thermodynamical forces and flows in the system, (b) determination of the tensor ranks and types (and Curie symmetry groups of flows and forces), (c) theoretical and experimental determination of the values of forces and flows and their comparison. The experimental part of the work included germanium and tellurium dioxide single crystals growth from the melt. Asymmetrical gradient annealing was applied to improve the optical characteristicse of the crystals. Large germanium (with a diameter more than 600 mm) and tellurium dioxide (with a mass exceeding 2 kg) single crystals with minimal dislocation densities were obtained. 
